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Name  Length Level Date Number of Ss TP 
 Dina  45 mins  Elementary  24.02.2019 3 2 

 

Lesson Focus: Grammar Lesson Framework: Listening 

 

Planning Strengths Planning Issues to work on 
identifying and stating appropriate aims/outcomes for individual 
lessons  

ordering activities so that they achieve lesson aims/outcomes  

describing the procedure of the lesson in sufficient detail   

proofreading your LP for inaccuracies 
 
providing names for all the lesson stages 
 
analyzing your target language covering the MPF 
 
allocating logical timing to the different lesson stages 
 
designing and selecting activities that are in harmony with the lesson 
context 

Awareness Strengths Areas to work on 
 acknowledging, when necessary, learners’ backgrounds and 
previous learning experiences  

asking ss appropriate questions that do not embarrass them 
 
providing students with opportunities to work together and check in 
pairs 

Teaching Strengths Areas to work on 
 adjusting their own use of language in the classroom according 
to the learner group and the context  

arranging the physical features of the classroom appropriately 
for teaching and learning, bearing in mind safety regulations of 
the institution  

providing learners with appropriate feedback on tasks and 
activities   

following appropriate pace for all lesson activities 
 
analyzing form more deeply on the board more deeply  
 
asking clear instructions using chesting and effective ICQs 

Professional Strengths Professional issues to Work on 
beginning and finishing lessons on time and, if necessary, 
making any relevant regulations pertaining to the teaching 
institution clear to learners  

 participating in and responding to feedback. 

 

 

Not to Standard  To Standard Yes Above Standard  

 

Stage Comments 

Lead-in 6:42 PM: Please avoid asking students embarrassing questions like singing in front of others. 
Nice discussion is going on.  
 
Good instruction for activity one but you are a bit slow, Dina. Now you are getting distracted by 
students, Dina. A lot of time is being wasted here. 3  
 

Exposure  6:52 PM: Ss are listening and answering . No pair check but direct open-class feedback.  

Highlighting 
language  

6:57 PM: Asking students questions to get them use ‘can/can’t’. Good job here.  
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Language 
Clarification  

7:00 PM: please do not capitalize phrases or single words on the board. Now your form 
clarification was too fast and you moved directly to pronunciation. There was no form analysis 
on the board.  
 

 
 
Now you did not clarify pronunciation effectively. There was no drilling at all, Dina.  
 
No pair check for activity (d), you moved directly to open-class feedback. Now you drilled once 
here but wasn’t enough. Now please never ask students culturally embarrassing questions e.g. 
‘Maha, can you dance? I am sure you are a good dancer’: that was a very embarrassing 
moment.  
 

Practice 7:09 PM: Ss are doing activity (e).  
 
7:12 PM: Confusing instructions for activity (2a). Now you are saying the words again and 
asking students to repeat after you, why? That was the original activity.  
 
Unclear instructions for (2b) and no chesting: 
 

 
 
(2c) instructions are not clear and ICQs are not effective. Now Ss are checking in pairs. 
 
7:25 PM: Please make sure your flexi-stage activities are in harmony with your context.  

 

Tutor Signature:                                                                                               Candidate Signature 
 

--------------------------------                                                                                -------------------------------- 
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